
University of Urbino "Carlo Bo" a continuous training for the 
restoration of Cultural Heritage

Urbino University offers two different levels of training for restorers:

A - COURSE IN PREVENTIVE CONSERVATION
The University of Urbino has started since the year 2001 a five year graduate program for the 
conservation and restoration of historic and artistic heritage.
The course trains  graduates who will  take care of maintenance and restoration of  paintings  on 
various  supports  (canvas,  woods  and  wall)  wooden  sculptures  and  stone  materials.  
The experiments, which are the hallmarks of this course, cover more than 50% of training activities, 
alternated  with  lectures  on  various  aspects  of  the  restoration  disciplinary  matters.  
These activities are carried in the University restoration laboratory, in the laboratory of Faculty of 
Sciences  and  Technologies,  who  has  created  the  course  together  with  Faculty  of  Letters  and 
Philosophie as well as in public and private structures. Considering the high percentage of practical 
activities and provided laboratory access are limited to a maximum of 25 students.

B - MASTER DEGREE IN CONSERVATION AND VALORIZATION
Nowadays, it is appropriate that teaching restoration in the architectural and also archaeological 
sectors should be at a University level with basic training and it should be followed by specialised 
training.  In this specific restoration sector the University of Urbino has particular experience of 
Master  Degree  for  operators  for  conservation  and  valorization  of  the  architectonic  and 
archaeological Cultural Heritage

The  main  target  of  the  Master  “Instruments  and  methodologies   for  Cultural  Heritage 
conservation and valorization” is to establish the educational network based on the exchange of 
the students and professors coming from Italy and other countries. 
The Master  Degree is oriented to prepare students for professional activities giving them specific 
skills for Cultural Heritage management, conservation and valorization.
The  first  edition  in  2008-2009  was  the  result  of  the  Cooperation  between  the  School  of 
Specialization in Monument Restoration of the "University of Rome" La Sapienza, the University 
network UniAdrion-Virtual University of the Adriatic-Ionian Basin, the Polytechnic of Tirana in 
Albania, the University of Sarajevo and the University of Mostar in Bosnia & Herzegovina and the 
University of Novi Sad in Serbia. The initiative has the support of UNESCO, of ICCROM, the CEI 
(Central  European Initiative) and CEFME (Centro per la Formazione delle Maestranze Edili ed 
Affini di Roma e Provincia) well as some private companies.

Programme objectives
The Master Degree intend to create the experts that will be able to respond to the new cultural and 
technical needs linked to the new economic contexts, creating specific competences:

• To appreciate knowledge and skills on Cultural Heritage valorization through the historic 
and over all cultural importance of the typology of architecture and archaeological remains, as well 



as developing capacities to identify the techniques and materials used in the past and evaluate its 
present status of conservation. 
• To  recognize  and  evaluate,  from  economic  point  of  view,  the  decay  and  the  level  of 
conservation of cultural heritage object or sight, using the related diagnostic methods and specific 
analysis.
• To  suggest  the  most  appropriate  intervention  for  prevention,  protection,  maintenance, 
conservation or restoration, as well as to be able to evaluate cost analysis based on the knowledge of 
the historic and cultural importance of the heritage site under intervention.  
• To create IT archives based on GIS or other similar systems, which allows management, 
display and analysis of the collected data during the implementation of the work in the area of 
cultural heritage protection. 

Teaching methods
The Master Degree is composed by different ways of lecturing and training. It is foreseen a series of 
the  theoretical  lessons  conducted  in  each  participating  country  alternating  with  online  lessons 
implemented thanks to the UniAdrion network. The workshops will be the occasion to discuss the 
projects  developed by students in collaboration with teachers and local institutions on practical 
cases  of  restoration  in  their  own country.  The new Master  Degree  will  last  for  the  entire  two 
academic years. Up to 30 students may enroll this program.

Description of programme
The content of these studies is divided into five thematic areas:

1 - Theoretical-historical field is concerned with acquiring multidisciplinary knowledge necessary 
to  develop the  analysis  of  history,  archaeology,  arts  and  analysis  of  normative  aspects  for  the 
valorization of cultural heritage
2  –  Documentation  field is  concerned  with  acquiring  the  methodology of  documentation  for 
restoration and management using the IT instruments
3 - Analysis and diagnostics field is concerned with instruments and analytical methods for the 
study of different types of materials and basic elements of the cultural heritage object and its decay 
and its chemical and physical elements;
4 – Project field is concerned with planning of interventions
5 - Economic-anthropological field is concerned with management and valorization of cultural 
heritage within the context of the community and its economic sustainable development. 
English  and  Italian  lessons  are  planned  during  this  program.  The  content  of  the  program  is 
compatible with the conservation approach of leading international institutions for conservation.
This Master Degree is conceived as an interdisciplinary program. In this  program students will 
obtain  120 ECTS and an  European academic title  of  graduated  operators  for  conservation  and 
valorization of the architectonic and archaeological Cultural Heritage
The Master Degree is open for all graduates  (and students that will obtain the graduate diploma 
within  the  due  date  for  the  beginning  of  the  courses)  of  following diplomas   in  Architectural  
Science,  in Building and Construction Engineering; in Conservation and Restoration studies;  in 
Archeological studies.


